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Abstract
Using results on the counting of planar Feynman diagrams derived in matrix models, recent
results of Sundberg and Thistlethwaite on the counting of alternating tangles and links are
reproduced. c© 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
1. Introduction
This is a paper of physical mathematics, which means that it addresses a problem
of mathematics using tools of (theoretical) physics. The problem of mathematics is
a venerable one, more than a 100 years old, namely the counting of (topologically
inequivalent) knots. The physical tools are combinatorial methods developed in the
framework of 2eld theory and the so-called matrix models. For a review of the history
and recent developments of the 2rst subject, see [6]. For an introduction for non-
physicists to matrix integral techniques, see for example [2,15].
In this note, we show that by combining results obtained recently in knot theory
and older one on matrix integrals, and by using graphical decompositions familiar in
2eld theory, one may reproduce and shed a new light on the counting of alternating
tangles and links performed in [11]. In Section 2, we recall basic facts and de2nitions
on knots and their planar projections and on Feynman diagrams; we also recall why
integrals over large matrices are relevant for the counting of planar objects.
Speci2cally, we shall consider the following integral
∫
dM exp−N tr
(
MM † − g
2
(MM †)2
)
; (1.1)
over N×N complex matrices, in the large N limit. (The integration measure will
be made explicit below.) In that limit, the integral is represented in terms of planar
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Feynman diagrams, with directed edges and four-valent vertices of the type ; which
exhibit a close similarity with alternating knot diagrams in planar projection, with
crossings represented as . Thus the counting of planar Feynman diagrams (with
adequate conditions and weights) must be related to the counting of alternating knots.
A substantial part of this paper (Section 3) is devoted to eliminating irrelevant or
redundant contributions of Feynman diagrams. Once this is achieved, the results of [11]
are recovered. In Section 4, we comment on the possible extensions of these methods.
The observation that planar Feynman diagrams generated by matrix models can be
associated to knot diagrams was already made in [1]; the matrix integral proposed there
was complicated and had serious convergence problems, so that no explicit calculation
was carried out.
2. Basics
2.1. Knots, links and tangles
In this section, we brieAy recall some basic concepts of knot theory, referring to the
literature for more precise de2nitions. A knot is a smooth circle embedded in R3. A link
is a collection of intertwined knots (in the following, we shall not consider “unlinks”,
i.e. links which can be divided in several non-intertwined pieces). Both kinds of objects
are considered up to homeomorphisms of R3. Roughly speaking, a tangle is a knotted
structure from which four strings emerge: if this object is contained in a ball B with the
four endpoints of the strings attached on 9B, topological equivalence is up to orientation
preserving homeomorphisms of B that reduce to the identity of 9B. The fundamental
problem of knot theory is the classi2cation of topologically inequivalent knots, links
and tangles.
It is common to represent such objects by their projection in a plane, with under=over-
crossings at each double point and with the minimal number of such crossings. To avoid
redundancies, we can concentrate on prime links and tangles, whose diagrams cannot
be decomposed as a sum of components (Fig. 1(a)) and on reduced diagrams that
contain no irrelevant crossing (Fig. 1(b)).
A diagram is called alternating if one meets alternatively under- and over-crossings
as one travels along each loop. Starting with eight (resp. six) crossings, there are knot
Fig. 1. (a) A non-prime link; (b) an irrelevant (or “nugatory”) crossing and (c) 2 particle-reducible tangles,
horizontal or vertical sums of two tangles.
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Fig. 2. The Aype of a tangle.
(resp. link) diagrams that cannot be drawn in an alternating way. Although alternate
links (and tangles) constitute only a subclass (asymptotically subdominant), they are
easier to characterize and thus to enumerate.
A major result conjectured by Tait and proved by Menasco and Thistlethwaite [9]
is that two alternating reduced knot or link diagrams on the sphere represent the same
object if and only if they are related by a sequence of moves acting on tangles called
“Aypes” (see Fig. 2).
The subproblem that we shall address here is thus the following
Problem. Compute the generating function of <ype-equivalence classes of alternating
prime tangles.
As already mentioned, this problem has already been solved by Sundberg and
Thistlethwaite. Our goal is to use this problem to illustrate the matrix integral tech-
niques in a new context, subject to possible generalizations.
2.2. Diagrammatic techniques for perturbed Gaussian integrals
This section aims at recalling elementary facts and standard vocabulary used in
quantum 2eld theory. Diagrammatic techniques used in this paper are elaborations of
simple considerations on integrals of the form
Z(g; j)=
∫ ∞
−∞
dx exp−
(
1
2
x2 − g
4!
x4 + jx
)
: (2.1)
For g=0, the integral is Gaussian and is trivially found to be equal to
√
2=
exp 12
−1j2. The integral (2.1) may be regarded as a Gaussian integral perturbed by
the presence of the anharmonic term x4, and diagrammatic techniques enable one to
write in a systematic way the formal power expansion of Z(g; 0) in powers of g. For
g =0 but j=0, one may indeed write this “perturbative expansion” as
Z(g; 0) =
∞∑
p=0
( g
4!
)p ∫ ∞
−∞
(x4)p
p!
exp−1
2
x2 =
∞∑
p=0
( g
4!
)p 1
p!
(
@
@j
)4p
Z(0; j)|j=0
=
√
2

∞∑
p=0
( g
4!
)p 1
p!
(
@
@j
)4p
exp
1
2
−1j2:
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Fig. 3. The Feynman diagram contribution to the 2rst orders of (a) Z(g; 0) and (b) F(g) and (c) g2(g|= 1|).
The diJerentiation with respect to j at j=0 produces a factor −1 for each of the
2p pairings between two @=@j. This is represented diagrammatically by graphs called
Feynman diagrams as follows: the p terms x4 are p four-valent vertices; for each
pairing between two of the lines issuing from these vertices there is an unoriented
edge, or “propagator”. Each vertex has a weight g, each propagator is assigned the
factor −1 (or more generally, for a multiple integral, the inverse of the quadratic
form in the original integral). This has to be supplemented by a combinatorial weight,
coming from the combination of the 1=p!, the 1=4! factors and the symmetries of the
graph, and equal to the inverse of the order of the automorphism group of the graph.
These constitute what are called the Feynman rules for the computation of the formal
power series, or “perturbative”, expansion of the integral Z(g; 0).
Finally, this expansion of the “partition function” Z(g; 0) takes the form of a sum
over topologically distinct graphs G with p four-valent vertices and 2p edges in the
form
Z(g; 0)=Z(0; 0)
∞∑
p=0
gp
∑
G
−2p
|AutG| ; (2.3)
while the expansion for the “free energy” F(g)= log Z(g; 0)=Z(0; 0) involves only
summing over connected graphs: see Fig. 3.
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In addition to the partition function and free energy, one is also interested in averages
of polynomials P(x) computed with the exponential weight of (2.1)
〈P〉 := 1
Z(g)
∫
dx P(x) exp−tr
(
1
2
x2 − g
4!
x4
)
: (2.4)
(We set =1 for simplicity.) In particular, one considers the so-called 2n-point func-
tions G2n(g)= 〈x2n〉. These functions are obtained as sums of Feynman diagrams with
p four-valent vertices and one additional vertex of valency 2n. Alternatively, one may
also send this extra vertex to in2nity and consider diagrams with 2n outgoing lines,
whence the name “2n-point function”. The 2rst two such correlation functions, the
2- and 4-point functions, are simply expressed in terms of F
G4 = 4!
@F
@g
; G2 = 1 +
g
3!
G4: (2.5)
Perturbatively, (see Fig. 3)
G2 = 1 +
g
2
+
2
3
g2 + · · · :
We shall refer the reader to textbooks to quantum 2eld theory or to reviews like
[2,15] for more details, and proceed to the generalization of such techniques to matrix
integrals.
2.3. Matrix integrals in the large N limit
As a prototype of matrix integrals, we consider the integral over N ×N Hermitian
matrices
Z(g)=
∫
dM exp− N tr
(
1
2
M 2 − g
4
M 4
)
; (2.6)
where dM is the U (N ) invariant measure
dM =
N∏
i=1
dMii
∏
16i6j6N
dReMij dImMij : (2.7)
The series expansion of Z in powers of g may again be represented diagrammatically
by Feynman diagrams, made of undirected edges or propagators with double lines
expressing the conservation of indices, = (1=N )iljk , and of four-valent vertices
= gNqijklmnp. The logarithm log Z(g)=Z(0) is again obtained as a sum of
contributions of connected Feynman diagrams made with these double-line propagators
and vertices. Due to the Kronecker delta symbols, the matrix indices are conserved
along closed loops. If a disk is pasted on top of each such loop, a Feynman diagram
contributing to log Z(g)=Z(0) may be regarded as a discretized surface of genus G, and
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the overall power of N is easily found to be equal to N 2−2G [5]. Thus for N large,
one gets a topological expansion of the form
log Z(g)=Z(0)=
∞∑
G=0
N 2−2GFG(g): (2.8)
In order that the original integral (2.6) makes sense, the sign of g must be chosen
negative, and the integral has an essential singularity at the origin. The interchange of
the large N limit and of the series expansion in g improves the convergence properties
in g. One proves that each term of the expansion (2.8) has a 2nite, G-independent,
radius of convergence in g, while the 1=N 2 expansion is asymptotic, with a vanishing
radius of convergence. In particular, the leading contribution to log Z is given by a
convergent sum of diagrams that may be drawn on the sphere [5], called “planar” by
abuse of language. More precisely
lim
N→∞
1
N 2
log
Z(g)
Z(0)
=
∑
planar diagrams
with n vertices
weight gn (2.9)
with a weight equal to one over the order of the automorphism group of the diagram.
Once this has been realized, it is simpler to return to a notation with simple lines ——
and rigid vertices . It is this property of matrix integrals to generate (weighted) sums
over planar diagrams that we shall use in the context of knot theory.
3. From planar Feynman diagrams to links and tangles
3.1. The matrix integral
As mentioned in Section 1, in the context of knot theory, it seems natural to consider
the integral (1.1) over complex (non-Hermitian) matrices, in order to distinguish be-
tween under- and over-crossings. However, this integral is closely related to the simpler
integral (2.6) in the large N limit. Let us de2ne the partition functions
Z (1)(; g)=
∫
dM exp−N tr
(
MM † − g
2
(MM †)2
)
; (3.1a)
Z(; g)=
∫
dM exp−N tr
(
1
2
M 2 − g
4
M 4
)
: (3.1b)
In the latter integral, the measure is as in (2.7), while in the former,
dM =
∏
16i; j6N
deMij dImMij:
One also de2ne the corresponding “free energies”
F (1)(; g)= lim
N→∞
1
N 2
log
Z (1)(; g)
Z (1)(; 0)
; (3.2a)
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F(; g)= lim
N→∞
1
N 2
log
Z(; g)
Z(; 0)
: (3.2b)
The constant  can be absorbed in a rescaling M→ −1=2M :
Z(; g)= −N
2=2Z
(
1;
g
2
)
; (3.3a)
F(; g)=F
(
1;
g
2
)
(3.3b)
and similarly for Z (1) and F (1). However, it will be useful for our purposes to keep
the parameter .
The Feynman rules of (3.1a) and those of (3.1b) are quite similar: the latter have
already been described in Section 2.2, up to the rescaling of the propagator by −1;
the former require to distinguish M from M †, which we do by an overall orienta-
tion of the double lines: the propagator reads = (1=N)iljk and the four-vertex
= gN qijklmnp. The only diJerence thus lies in the orientation of the propagator
of the complex theory. However, in the large N “planar” limit, this only results in a
factor of 2 in the corresponding free energies, which accounts for the two possible
overall orientations that may be given to the lines of each graph of the Hermitian
theory to transform it into a graph of the non-Hermitian one. Therefore
F (1)(; g)= 2F(; g): (3.4)
One is also interested in the 2n-point functions G2n(; g)= 〈(1=N ) trM 2n〉 and
G(1)2n (; g)= 〈(1=N ) tr(MM †)n〉. As in the case of Section 2.2, these functions are ob-
tained as sums of Feynman diagrams with p four-valent vertices and 2n outgoing
lines, but still planar. The 2rst such correlation functions, namely the 2- and 4-point
functions, are simply expressed in terms of F .
G4 = 4
@F
@g
; G(1)4 = 2
@F (1)
@g
(3.5)
so that G(1)4 =G4 in the large N limit. Furthermore, combining (3.5) with the homo-
geneity property (3:3), one 2nds
G2 =
1

− 2 @
@
F(; g)=
1

(1 + gG4); (3.6a)
G(1)2 =
1

(1 + gG(1)4 ); (3.6b)
which in particular proves that in the large N limit G2 =G
(1)
2 .
In that “planar” limit, the function F has been computed by a variety of techniques:
saddle point approximation [3], orthogonal polynomials [2]. “loop equations” (see [4]
for a review). With the current conventions and normalizations,
F(; g)=
1
2
log a2 − 1
24
(a2 − 1)(9− a2); (3.7)
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where a2 is the solution of
3
g
2
a4 − a2 + 1=0; (3.8)
which is equal to 1 for g=0. We have the expansion
F(; g) =
1
2
(
g
2
+
9
4
( g
2
)2
+ 9
( g
2
)3
+
189
4
( g
2
)4
+ · · ·
)
=
∞∑
p=1
(
3g
2
)p (2p− 1)!
p!(p+ 2)!
: (3.9)
The 2- and 4-point functions are thus
G2 =Gc2 =
1
3
a2(4− a2); (3.10a)
G4 =
1
2
a4(3− a2); (3.10b)
Gc4 =G4 − 2G22 =−
1
92
a4(a2 − 1)(2a2 − 5); (3.10c)
where Gc4 is the “connected 4-point function”, to which only connected Feynman
diagrams contribute. More generally, G2n is of the form −n times a polynomial in
a2. The square root singularity of a2 at g=2 = 112 determines the radius of convergence
of F and of the G2n, and one 2nds that close to this singularity, F∼(g=2 − 1=12)5=2.
In particular, for =1, one 2nds
G2(1; g) =Gc2(1; g)= 2
∞∑
p=0
(3g)p
(2p)!
p!(p+ 2)!
= 1 + 2g+ 9g2 + · · · ; (3.11a)
G4(1; g) = 12
∞∑
p=0
(3g)p
(2p+ 1)!
p!(p+ 3)!
= 2 + 9g+ 54g2 + · · · ; (3.11b)
Gc4(1; g) =
20
3
∞∑
p=1
(3g)p
(2p+ 1)!
(p− 1)!(p+ 4)!
= g+ 10g2 + · · · : (3.11c)
In the combinatorial language, G2(1; 9) − 1= gG4(g; 1) (=A(g) in Tutte’s notations
[12]) is the generating function of the number of rooted maps with p edges. the
diagrams which contribute to the lowest orders of G2 are the same as in Fig. 3(c), but
their weights are diJerent, because of the constraint of planarity.
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3.2. Removal of self-energies
If we want to match Feynman diagrams contributing to the free energy F (1) with
prime knots or links, we have to eliminate a certain number of redundancies. We have
2rst to eliminate the con2gurations that correspond either to non-prime knots or to
irrelevant crossings (“nugatory” in the language of Tait, see Fig. 1). For each of them,
a subgraph may be isolated by cutting two propagators (two edges). These subgraphs
are precisely the non-trivial graphs contributing to the function G2(; g) (see Fig. 3(c)):
they are what is called “self-energy corrections” to the 2-point function G2 in the
physicists’ language. The elimination of the unwanted terms is thus simply achieved
by choosing  as a function of g in such a way that the sum of the contributions of
all these subgraphs is 1, that is
G2((g); g)= 1: (3.12)
The function a2(g) := a2((g); g) is obtained by eliminating  between Eqs. (3.8)
and (3.12), i.e.
3
g
2
a4 − a2 + 1 = 0; (3.8′)
1
3a
2(4− a2) = ; (3.12′)
which implies that a2(g) is the solution of
27g=(a2 − 1)(4− a2)2 (3.13)
equal to 1 when g=0; (g) is then given by
(g)= 13a
2(g)(4− a2(g)): (3.14)
Let us now consider correlation functions. In 2eld theory, it is common practice to
de2ne truncated diagrams, whose external lines carry no propagator, and one-particle-
irreducible ones, that remain connected upon cutting of any line.
The 2-point function G2(; g) may be expressed in terms of the “self-energy”
function 
G2(; g)=
1
− (; g) ; (3.15)
which is the sum of (non-trivial) truncated, one-particle-irreducible graphs (Fig. 4). One
can further discard some contributions that are one-vertex-reducible (i.e. that become
disconnected upon deletion of one vertex) by de2ning ′ (see Fig. 4(b))
′(; g)=(; g)− 2gG2(; g): (3.16)
If we now remove the self-energy insertions by imposing condition (3.12), we 2nd
that Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) simplify, so that (g) :=((g); g) and ′(g) :=′((g); g)
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Fig. 4. (a) Decomposition of the 2-point function into its one-particle-irreducible part and (b) discarding
one-vertex reducible contributions.
are given by
(g)= (g)− 1; (3.17a)
′(g)= (g)− 1− 2g; (3.17b)
i.e. obtained from (g) by removing the 2rst terms in its expansion in powers of g. In
the combinatorial language, (g) (=B(g) in Tutte’s notations of [12]) is the generating
function of non-separable rooted maps.
The procedure extends to all correlation functions. Finally, one obtains the cor-
responding “free energy” F (1)(g) by dividing the nth order term of ′(g) by 2n
(= number of times of picking a propagator in a diagram of the free energy to open
it to a 2-point function, cf. Eq. (3:6) above).
We may also compute the function (; g)=G2(; g)−4Gc4((g); g); which counts
the truncated (automatically one-particle-irreducible) connected 4-point functions. After
removal of the self-energy insertions, (g) :=((g); g) becomes simply (Eqs. (3.6a),
(3.10c) and (3.17a)):
(g)=
′(g)
g
=2
d
dg
F (1)(g): (3.18)
Explicitly,
(g)=− 1
(4− a2(g))2 (a
2(g)− 1)(2a2(g)− 5) (3.19)
and one computes perturbative expansions in the form:
a2(1; g) = 1 + 3g+ 18g2 + 135g3 + 1134g4 + 10206g5 + 96228g6 + · · · ;
G2(1; g) = 1 + 2g+ 9g2 + 54g3 + 378g4 + 2916g5 + 24057g6 + · · · ;
(g) = 1 + 2g+ g2 + 2g3 + 6g4 + 22g5 + 91g6 + · · · ;
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Fig. 5. (a) The 2rst links, with the labeling of [10]; (b) the corresponding diagrams contributing to F (1). For
simplicity, the diagrams are not oriented, but the weights are those of the (MM†)2 theory and (c) diagrams
up to order 3 contributing to : the last four are pairwise Aype-equivalent.
((g); g) = g+ 2g2 + 6g3 + 22g4 + 91g5 + 408g6 + · · · ;
F (1)(g) =
g2
4
+
g3
3
+
3g4
4
+
11g5
5
+
91g6
12
+ · · · : (3.20)
The 2rst terms of F (1) match the counting of the 2rst prime links weighted by their
symmetry factor (see Fig. 5).
F (1)(g)=
1
4
g2 +
1
3
g3 +
(
1
2
+
1
4
)
g4 +
(
1
5
+ 1 + 1
)
g5 + · · · : (3.21)
Starting with order 6, however, there is an overcounting of links due to neglecting the
Aype equivalence. The overcounting occurs already at order 3 if  is used to count
tangles.
Asymptotic behavior of the coe>cients fn of F (1)(g). The singularity is now given
by the closest zero of the equation g=2(g)= 112 , which gives g?=
4
27 . As in (3.9), the
singularity of F (1) is of the form (g− g?)5=2; thus
fn ∼ const bnn−7=2 (3.22)
with
b= 274 = 6:75: (3.23)
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3.3. Two-particle irreducibility
Since the Aype acts on tangles, we have to examine more closely the generating
function (g) of connected 4-point functions with no self-energies. We want to regard
the corresponding diagrams as resulting from the dressing of more fundamental objects.
This follows a pattern familiar in 2eld theory, whose language we shall follow, while
indicating in brackets the corresponding terminology of knot theory.
We say that a four-leg diagram (a tangle) is two-particle-irreducible (2PI) if cut-
ting any two distinct propagators leaves it connected. In the opposite case, it is called
two-particle-reducible (2PR). A 2PR diagram is thus the “sum” of smaller compo-
nents (see Fig. 1). A fully 2PR diagram is a four-leg diagram such that any of its
four-leg subdiagrams (including itself) is 2PI. Conversely a fully 2PR diagram (al-
gebraic tangle) is constructed by iterated sums starting from the simple vertex. We
shall also make use of skeletons, which are generalized diagrams (or “templates”) in
which some or all vertices are replaced by blobs (or “slots”). The concepts of fully 2PI
skeleton (or basic polyhedral template) and of fully 2PR skeleton (Algebraic template)
follow naturally, with however the extra condition that only blobs should appear in
the former.
These blobs may then be substituted by four-leg diagrams, resulting in a “dressing”.
As will appear, the general four-leg diagram (tangle) results either from the dressing of
a fully 2PI skeleton by generic four-leg diagrams (type I tangles) or from the dressing
of non-trivial fully 2PR skeletons by type I tangles. The action of Aypes will be only
on the fully 2PR skeletons appearing in this iteration.
Any four-leg diagram (tangle) may be drawn with it external legs extending in the
NE, SE, SW and NW directions. A diagram is said to be 2PR in the vertical channel
if there exists a cut of two propagators making the part containing the SE and NE
legs disconnected from the NW to SW part. Likewise, the horizontal channel 2-P-
reducibility refers to cuts disconnecting the NW and NE legs from the SW and SE
ones. Because in the (MM †)2 theory with four-valent vertices, there is no diagram
which is 2PR in both channels, any diagram of (g) must be
(i) 2-particle-irreducible in the vertical channel (V-2PI) but possibly 2PR in the hor-
izontal one. We denote V (g) the generating function of those diagrams.
(ii) or 2-particle-irreducible in the horizontal channel (H-2PI) but possibly 2PR in the
vertical one. We denote H (g) the generating function of those diagrams.
Obviously there is some overlap between these two classes, corresponding to diagrams
that are 2PI in both channels (2PI), including the simple vertex. Let D(g) denote their
generating function. We thus have
=H + V − D: (3.24)
Now since V encompasses diagrams that are 2PI in both channels, plus diagrams that
are once 2PR in the horizontal channel (i.e. made of two H-2PI blobs joined by two
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Fig. 6. Graphical representation of Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25).
propagators), plus diagrams twice H-2PR, etc., we have (see Fig. 6)
V =D + HH + HHH + · · ·
=D +
H 2
1− H : (3.25)
Since for obvious symmetry reasons, H =V , we have the pair of equations
= 2H − D;
H =D +
H 2
1− H : (3.26)
Eliminating H yields
D = 
1− 
1 + 
: (3.27)
Eq. (3.27) can be inverted to allow to reconstruct the function (g) out of the 2PI
function D(g). For later purposes, we want to distinguish between the single vertex
diagram and non-trivial diagrams:
D(g)= g+ %(g): (3.28)
In terms of these new variables, one has
(g)={g; %(g)} (3.29)
(note the braces are used to distinguish the diJerent variables) where
{g; %}= 12 [1− g− %−
√
(1− g− %)2 − 4(g+ %)] (3.30)
is the generating function
{g; %}=
∑
m;n
&m; ngm%n (3.31)
of the number of fully 2PR skeleton diagrams with m vertices and n blobs (algebraic
templates, including the trivial one made of a single blob and no vertex). Similarly, one
could de2ne H{g; %}=V{g; %}, and of course D{g; %}= g + %. Note that the function
{g; %} does not depend on the precise form of (g), since we have only used the
relation (3.27) which was derived from general diagrammatic considerations.
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Inversely, we shall need the fully 2PI skeletons which are obtained from %(g) by
replacing subgraphs that have four legs with blobs. De2ning the inverse function g[]
of (g), the generating function of these skeleton diagrams is simply %[] := %(g[]),
or more explicitly
%[] =
1− 
1 + 
− g[]: (3.32)
The function g[] satis2es by de2nition (g[])=, and is found by eliminating
a2 between Eqs. (3.13) and (3.19). Setting '=1 − a2, we recover the system of
[11,12]:
27g=−'(3 + ')2;
=− 1
(3 + ')2
'(3 + 2'); (3.33)
which leads to
g[] =
1
2
1
( + 2)3
[1 + 10 − 22 − (1− 4)3=2] (3.34)
and 2nally
%[] =− 2
1 + 
+ 2−  − g() (3.35)
is the desired generating function of fully 2PI skeletons (in the notations of [11], this
is q(g), the generating function of basic polyhedral templates). The property mentioned
above that  is obtained by dressing is expressed by the identity
(g)= %[(g)] +
∑
m;n
(m;n) = (0;1)
&m; ngm%n[(g)]={g; %(g)}: (3.36)
Perturbatively, we 2nd
(g)= g+ 2g2 + 6g3 + 22g4 + 91g5 + · · · ;
D(g)= g+ g5 + 10g6 + 74g7 + 492g8 + · · · ;
{g; %}= g+ %+ 2(g+ %)2 + 6(g+ %)3 + 22(g+ %)4 + 90(g+ %)5 + · · · ;
g[] = − 22 + 23 − 24 + 5 − 26 − 27 − 88 − 229 − 6810 + · · · ;
%[] =5 + 47 + 68 + 249 + 6610 + · · · : (3.37)
The 2rst contributions to %[] are depicted on Fig. 7. The closest singularity of g[]
and of %[] is ?= 14 which corresponds to g[?] = g?=4=27 and %[?] = 1=540.
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Fig. 7. The 2rst contributions to %[]. Al diagrams can be obtained from the ones depicted by rotations of 90◦.
3.4. Quotienting by the <ype
The last step is to take into account the Aype equivalence; it is borrowed from the
discussion of Sundberg and Thistlethwaite and reproduced here for completeness. The
fully 2PR skeletons contained in Eq. (3.30) now have to be replaced with skeletons
in which the Aype equivalence has been quotiented. Then, they have to be dressed by
4-point 2PI functions using Eq. (3.35).
Let ˜{g; %} be the generating function of the number &˜mn of <ype-equivalence classes
of fully 2PR skeleton diagrams (algebraic templates) with m vertices and n blobs
˜{g; %}=
∑
m;n
&˜m; ngm%n: (3.38)
Let H˜{g; %} (resp. V˜{g; %}) denote the generating function of Aype-equivalence classes
of skeletons which are 2PI in the horizontal (resp. vertical) channel, including the
single blob and the single vertex. In a way similar to the decomposition performed
above for , cf. Eq. (3.24), we write
˜= H˜ + V˜ − D (3.39)
where D{g; %}= g+ %. The equation analogous to Eq. (3.25) is
V˜ = D + g˜ + (H˜ − g)2 + (H˜ − g)3 + · · ·
= D + g˜ +
(H˜ − g)2
1− (H˜ − g) ; (3.40)
where by Ayping we can remove the simple vertices inside the H˜ and put them as a
single contribution g˜.
As before, H˜ = V˜ for symmetry reasons, and after eliminating it one gets an algebraic
equation for ˜{g; %}
˜2 − (1 + g− %)˜ + %+ g1 + g
1− g =0 (3.41)
with solution
˜{g; %}= 1
2

(1 + g− %)−
√
(1− g+ %)2 − 8%− 8 g
2
1− g

 ; (3.42)
which should be compared with Eq. (3.30).
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The last step to get the generating function
˜(g) := ˜{g; %˜(g)} (3.43)
of Aype equivalence classes of (alternating, prime) tangles is to de2ne %˜(g) via the
relation (3.35), i.e.
%˜(g)= %[˜(g)]: (3.44)
(The reason we can use Eq. (3.35) without any modi2cation is that fully 2PI skeleton
diagrams are not aJected by Aypes.) In other words, ˜(g) is the solution to the implicit
equation
˜(g)= ˜{g; %[˜(g)]}; (3.45)
where %[] and ˜{g; %} are provided by Eqs. (3.34), (3.35) and (3.42), and which
vanishes at g=0.
Perturbatively
˜(g)= g+ 2g2 + 4g3 + 10g4 + 29g5 + 98g6 + 372g7 + · · · ; (3.46)
which is the desired result, 2rst obtained in [11].
Asymptotic behavior of ˜(g): we know the closest singularity of %[]; we therefore
set ˜=?=1=4 and %˜= %?=1=540 in Eq. (3.41) and solve for g:
g˜?=
−101 +√21001
270
: (3.47)
This provides the asymptotic behavior of the coeTcients f˜n of the “free energy” F˜
(1)(g)
de2ned by ˜(g)= 2 d=dg F˜ (1)(g):
f˜n ∼ const b˜nn−7=2 (3.48a)
b˜=(101 +
√
21001)=40  6:147930: (3.48b)
Note that while the 2rst factor b˜ n in the expansion (“bulk free energy”) is non-
universal, the second factor n−7=2 is universal (critical behavior of pure gravity [4];
the exponent =− 72 gives the “string susceptibility” exponent & of non-critical string
theory [7]: &=  + 3=− 12 ) and in particular is identical in Eqs. (3.22) and (3.48a).
Note also that this free energy counts links with a weight that takes into account the
equivalence under Aypes and which is less easy to characterize.
4. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have reproduced the results of [11] using prior knowledge of
graph counting derived from matrix models, while Sundberg and Thistlethwaite were
using results of Tutte [12]. Admittedly the progress is modest. We hope, however,
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that our method may give some clues on problems that are still open, such as the
counting of knots rather than links. To control the number of connected components
of a link is in principle easy in our approach. We should consider an integral over
n matrices M, =1; : : : ; n interacting through a term
∑
; ( (MM
†
( )
2 and look at the
dependence of F (1) on n. The term linear in n receives contributions only from one-
component diagrams, hence after a treatment similar to that of Section 3, it should give
a generating function of the number of knots, weighted as before by their symmetry
factor. Unfortunately, the computation of these matrix integrals and their subsequent
treatment (removal of self-energies and Aype equivalences) is for generic n beyond our
capabilities (see however [8,13] for a 2rst step in this direction; and the recent work
[14] for a complete discussion of the case n=2).
Another problem on which matrix technology might prove useful would be in the
counting of non alternating diagrams. But there the main problem is knot-theoretic
rather than combinatorial: how does one get rid of multiple counting associated with
Reidemeister moves?
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